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5

Abstract6

A new approach to the simulation of developing systems is proposed and discussed. It is based7

on the idea on independent development of the so-called aspect models, whose interconnection8

is provided by tool computational environment. The main features of the approach are the9

abandonment of postulate of the deterministic behavior of systems if they are developed due10

to activity of elements and orientation parallel simulation event-driven elements behavior. We11

discuss their initial requirements of the tool support.12

13

Index terms— developing systems, active element, attributive representation, aspect model, simulation,14
multi-aspect, multidimensional nature, multiple structure, t15

1 I. Introduction16

he study of developing systems, whose behavior depends on the individual activity of their elements, is urgent17
for a wide range of research. From a practical point of view, it is important to have such control over the18
behavior of the system, which allows you to direct development to the right conditions for development and to19
limit undesirable ones. However, in most approaches to the study and design of systems, it is difficult to take20
into account the individual activity of the elements. This is due to the fact that the main focus of the developers21
is to search for a common deterministic development principle, whereas such principles are not reflected in the22
individual activities of the elements.23

A problem in research into developing systems with active elements is the accounting for the behavior of24
elements not only in this system but also in other important aspects. This multi-aspect activity may contradict25
the object model of a system, and developers usually regard it as external non-controllable impact. Objectives of26
the behavior of an element rarely correspond to the system development objectives, and so it is difficult to reflect27
the involvement of the element in other activities in the model of the system. But this changes the activity of the28
element. Trying to avoid the complexity of multi-aspect properties one can build different models for different29
aspects. However, this way T brings about no less complicated problem of adjoining models.30

The proposed approach is intended to overcome both a postulate of determinism and difficulties of31
multidimensional nature. One can consider it as a version of the discrete-event simulation proposed in the32
1960s by J. Gordon [1]. In the most developed form it is presented in the programming methodology in Simula33
[2] and Simula 67 [3] languages. Unlike a traditional to use the global (linear) ordering of events in controlling a34
computation, we refuse from this determination that mostly admitted to optimize computer cost. We consider35
the support of autonomous modeling of aspects as another feature of our approach thus making it associated36
with the so-called aspectoriented programming [4]. In this case, the difference is that following our proposals,37
one should provide the support of aspect features by a specialized design and computation environment as well38
as the pre-fixed representation of model elements.39

Conceptually close to our approach is the development of the so-called multi-agent systems (MAS) [5]. One40
of the Russian researchers and developers in this area P.O. Sobolev says: ”The key element of these systems41
is a program agent that can perceive the situation, to make decisions, and to communicate with other agents.42
These capabilities dramatically distinguish MAS from existing rigidly organized systems providing them with43
such an important new feature as self-organization. In this case, separate parts of the program can agree on how44
a problem should be solved. The parts acquire their activity and can initiate a dialogue with the user in advance45
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2 II. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE APPROACH A) MODEL
SYSTEM, SIMULATION, AND EVENTS

at not prescribed times. They can work in conditions of uncertainty and offer clarification and reformulation46
of tasks, etc.” ??6]. The abandonment to find a deterministic principle, which allows identification of the best47
solution, the agent’s activity with their purposeful behavior, the focus on operations with developing systems are48
a common concept for both approaches.49

However, outside the multi-agent approach, there remains a problem of supporting the mutual influence50
aspects. The information affecting the behavior of an agent came from its environment and transferred for the51
use by other agents. But this is not an independent construction of mutually depended aspect models supported52
by tools. We declare this position in our approach as one of the main requirements. At the same time, methods53
of constructing multi-agent systems are applicable in our case, especially in defining the behavior of agents. For54
our approach, there is a very valuable information about organizing the functioning of the agent computing55
environment and support toolkit (an example of this kind of a system is REPAST ??7]).56

In the first part of this paper, we present characteristic features of the approach and show how one can attain57
the declared capacities. The second part discusses the requirements for the toolkit support of the approach. The58
desired tool should be appropriate to develop and to perform simulations of models, data collection, storage, and59
processing of information in the course of studying a system.60

2 II. Characteristic Features of the Approach a) Model System,61

Simulation, and Events62

We are speaking about a model of the system as an abstract notion, without being tied to any meaningful63
interpretation. The system consists of elements whose actions change some characteristics of the elements64
themselves and the system as a whole. This is the behavior of the real system. In the model system, we represent65
these characteristics as attributes of elements. Their change in the course of calculation one can interpret as the66
model simulation of the system behavior or functioning of the system.67

A value of element attribute is modified only as a result of program action execution if the operational context68
of a program includes a mutable attribute. We postulate that all actions are methods of elements (in the69
sense of object-oriented programming [8]), and operational contexts form from all available elements and their70
attributes. The action-method which carries out an element is the manifestation of its activity in the simulation71
system through the model calculations. We do not impose restrictions on how described the programs of element72
actions, and the only thing that we require is a single unified attributive representation of all elements as common73
basis of description of action.74

Elements can be linked, which is understood as the presence of binary relationship (of any nature), reflecting75
the relations in the real system. Due to the links a set of all elements of the model system receives the network76
structure. The links are a kind of attributes: they allow the element methods to access to the attributes associated77
with this element. This provides the opportunity to use and modify the attribute values (including links) and to78
influence the actions of the elements available by the links. An element can give rise to other ones, associated79
with the parent element, add relationship ties, or remove them according to requirements of modeling. It may80
deny all links of an element, that one can interpret as destruction of the latter. All these activities develop a81
network of the model system.82

It is convenient to assume that there is allotted element for indicating the system as a whole. It has the83
especial attributive representation which allows one to distinguish between the external impacts and changes84
of attributes of the system. The allotted element receives ties with all other elements of the system. It is not85
necessary that allotted element had its prototype in a real system.86

Any action of the model system runs as a response to some event that occurs during the simulation. The87
event-driven mechanism, used in the approach proposed, reflects Hoare’s conception [9], according to which any88
change in the model system is an event if there are elements that recognize it. If this is true for such an element,89
one of its actions executes. Execution of this action is called the reaction to the event.90

The types of all events are determined in advance, but a set of event types to which the element can react is91
formed in the dynamics of calculations (while carrying out this or other element action). A current set of the92
types of recognizable events is called status of the element. We consider that the status of the element is set93
as a particular attribute that coding the set of the types of events. Knowing the value of this attribute, one94
can always find all types of the events that the element can recognize. In the correctly constructed attributive95
representation opposite is truth too. If this condition fails, then it is deemed to have violated the integrity of96
the attributive representation of the element. Response to a joint event that is recognized by several elements97
is executed jointly and asynchronously. This allows demarcating parallel execution of actions. They execute98
as usual parallel processes in own threads. P rocesses management of threads uses conventional means. They99
coordinate several reactions of elements. Following Hoare [9], we consider that the recognition of an event is an100
instant action, but in the reaction execution, it is possible that other events may occur to which the element101
should respond.102

In the event-driven mechanism we can define a protocol of element behavior as a sequence of triples: (<element103
status>, <event to which it responds>, <element reaction>). In such a notion, we define the behavior of the104
model system as a collection of all protocols of elements glued on the joint recognized events. This set determines105
a partial order on all the events occurred, where each included protocol is a linear chain. It is natural to consider106
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a protocol of an element (more precisely, a sequence of its events) as element local time. In this case, we offer107
the mentioned partial order on all events to consider as a correctly determined global time of the model system.108
Here, by correctness we mean the most accurate information Year 2017 ( )109
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unknown when. In the concept of model time there is no inaccuracy, which is typical for the commonly used time.112
Instead of the desired accuracy, the temporal relations are usually determined arbitrarily. We do not exclude the113
possibility of such a refinement, but we always insist that simulation of developing systems requires an accurate114
definition of the concept of time. Details on the local and global time one can found in ??10]. Note that our115
understanding of time differs from that used in discrete events and multi-agent systems.116

4 b) Multi-aspects, Structure of a System, and Attribute117

Representation of Elements118

The behavior of elements in a real system involves the activities in various aspects of functioning. On the model119
level describe this, one can build models of all important aspects. They are the so-called aspect models. However,120
because of the problems of harmonizing the aspect models, developers are often limited to building a common121
model of the system. In our approach, we offer the support for independent aspect modeling and dynamics122
of mutual influence of aspect models in the simulation calculations that are common to all or several of these123
models.124

The aspect model defines the structure of a set of elements, and their relations called the aspect structure.125
It is a part of the model system network. The model system We consider the modeling system as the union126
of all its aspect structures. When constructing aspect models is provided a joint and equitable coexistence of127
aspect structures (we call this feature multiplicity of system structures ??11]), it is possible to cooperate all or128
selected aspect models (including one model). To ensure such an operation with aspect structures, we consider129
it necessary to use a standardized format for attributive representation of elements. This format provides for130
splitting the representation into blocks related to each of the aspect structures. These blocks are called the131
aggregate of aspect attributes. Each aggregate contains the data assigned to this structure, current status, as132
well as methods of aspect actions. The combination of all aggregates contains all information about any of the133
aspect models.134

The necessity to distinguish between the aggregate of attributes related to different aspects follows from135
requirements to the standardized attribute representation of elements. These requirements also mean that the136
activity of an element is an aspect property: ability to affect the system as a whole through the actions related to137
an aspect. In our approach, the construction of aspect models takes into account the fact that a user operating138
on some element has access to others only through references to them, and access to attributes of other aspects139
is allowed for the type of this element. This limitation leads to independence of constructing each aspect model140
from its environment.141

5 c) Horizontal and Vertical Modeling of a System142

As a model of a system, we consider a set of all aspect models whose joint simulation forms the characteristics143
of a system represented among the attributes of an indicating element. To test various hypotheses concerning144
the control of the simulated system, one can use the truncated joint simulation. In this case, he chooses for145
calculations not all possible models and establishes the lack of influence on their behavior through external146
actions. This use of aspect models is called horizontal modeling of the system.147

From the standpoint of horizontal modeling, implementing the behavior of all aspect models is not necessary.148
For all unrealized aspect models, you need to present elements that replace missing implementations. Each such149
element must ensure the generation of events adequate to the required behavior of the aspect model. Thus,150
the replacement element will create conditions for the functioning of other aspect models. It would be naive to151
expect that the model of the system, constructed using replacement elements for aspects, will be adequate to152
the real simulated processes. But due to the addition of the replacement elements with programs reflecting real153
aspect behavior, the quality of modeling will grow. Note that in this way it is possible to build various versions154
of aspect programs, and, as a consequence, to test different versions of modeling the real system for selecting155
the best of them. In particular, when modeling aspects, the developer can use concepts that are different from156
the agreements of our approach. In this case, she/he must ensure that the proposed development of the model157
system is coordinated only at the interface level. Otherwise, it will be necessary to ascertain the conceptual158
incompatibility of approaches. In fulfilling this condition, one can pose the problem of replacement of aspectual159
models with real data from external sources. This brings our concept to the level of real-time systems for making160
management decisions. Leaving out details, let us note that the widespread use of a similar approach in practical161
applications of multi-agent systems (see, for instance, [6]) indicates to its effectiveness in our case as well.162

The element representing the model of the system as a whole differs from the other elements only in that it163
alone interacts with the external environment of The event generation is global in the sense that a created event164
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9 A) ENSURING THE DYNAMIC SIMULATION

is accessible for the response of elements in any aspect models. The recognition of an event and the response of165
an element to it are local, i.e. they are represented in a certain aspect model. It is possible that the element166
response to one event in several models, but this means only the occurrence of several independent reactions.167
Year 2017 ( )© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1168
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system, generating corresponding events, to which only it responds, and receives information about the model171
behavior only from it. We can consider the environment of our model as a some supersystem in which our system172
is an integral part. And for this additional modeling, the element representing our system, is a usual an active173
element in its horizontal model, i.e., in the new model of a higher level. To meet different needs, one can build174
different supersystems, which in turn, one can use as active elements of models of even higher levels. Thus, the175
multilevel modeling can be a source of aggregated data for the hierarchical control in various areas. Such a kind176
of modeling is called vertical. As in the case of the horizontal modeling, this approach allows for the replacement177
of models with real data.178

7 d) Groups of Elements, Subsystems, and Operation with179

Groups180

One can distinguish meaningfully related groups of elements in the model system, which sometimes it is convenient181
to consider as independent ones. Sometimes one can consider a set of attribute descriptions of the elements of182
the group as the model of a subsystem, but it is not quite accurate: a system (and a subsystem) is not reduced183
to a sum of its parts. So, it is needed to speak about own attributes of a subsystem, i.e., the subsystem receives184
the status of the element affecting the behavior of the system as a whole. This formal status we may regrade as a185
definition: an element indicating a group (i.e., it is linked with all the group elements by a specifically prescribed186
relation, called grouping) and all elements of the group are called subsystem. The grouping relation is dynamic187
because the element belonging to a group, as well as its connection with the element indicating the subsystem188
can vary.189

Attributes of a subsystem are formed both by their behavior (actions of its elements) and under the influence190
of the behavior of other elements that provide an external information for the subsystem. In particular, the191
links occurring in a subsystem as relations with external elements are set for the subsystem as a whole, and it192
can re-direct them to their elements. At the same time, this does not exclude the possibility of independent193
recognition of events using its elements. On a set, consisting of groups, including also the groups composed of194
all the elements of each aspect structure we define set-theoretic operators: intersection, union and supplement.195
Their results can be considered as groups. They are sometimes interpreted in terms of their behavior.196

We formally introduce the operator called convolution of subsystem. Its performance is the replacement of197
the interaction of the subsystem elements with the environment by the interaction of element indicating the198
group (subsystem). In this case generation of events to them are transferred from the subsystem elements to199
the element indicating the subsystem. A convolution subsystem can be considered as a black box, whose inputs200
provide information produced by the subsystem reactions to events and outputs are presented by generation of201
events from the subsystem, providing information for the environment. But such a consideration is not quite202
correct: every subsystem, being formed in some aspect, cannot screen from its elements belonging to other aspect203
models.204

Convolution can be used in the top down construction of models, starting with the upper level, gradually205
refining the models by revealing the subsystem-elements structure. It fits for localization of models that are206
beyond our approach developed, but adequate for certain processes and can be coordinated with events of the207
system. However, it is should be noted that convolution is applicable only in the cases when there is not208
information about the individual behavior of the subsystem elements.209

8 III. Initial Requirements of Tools210

The approach proposed to studying or developing systems is aimed at designing the supporting toolkit. We211
present it as a software package, whose facilities are referred to the three categories:212

? Ensuring the dynamic simulation; ? Control of simulation, collection and processing of simulation results; ?213
Facilities for models development.214

The simulation of every aspect model can be implemented with the use of a variety of algorithm, including215
external ones for our toolkit. Therefore, it is necessary that our toolkit be an open software system. Only216
incompatibilities of interfaces can prevent the use of external computational models. This is a common217
requirement for all the three categories.218

9 a) Ensuring the Dynamic Simulation219

Active elements and the autonomy of their behavior in each aspect model, as well as the mutual effect of220
models require that each element should be defined as a separate computational process that is running in a221
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separate thread. Each process has a local memory, which is filled up with data of attributive representations222
of the element. In our approach the event-driven technique does not require the shared memory of different223
processes. If a shared memory is necessary, one can provide auxiliary elements, whose processes are responsible224
for the delivery of information to basic processes on demand. Of course, this does not exclude the possibility225
of optimizing the main mechanism on the system level: for statically computed cases of operations with events,226
it is possible to replace reactions by a direct call of the respective methods (this Year 2017 ( ) A Tool Support227
of Developing Systems Simulation with Active Elements optimization technique is discussed in Section 3.5 of228
??12]).229

The event-driven communication of processes (methods of elements) ensures the transfer of information230
between processes through the messages associated with events. The messages contain data formed by the231
elements that generate the events. Using messages, it is possible to transmit specific data as well as links to the232
attributive representations of various elements. Thus, there is a possibility of the direct effects of elements on each233
other. Such effects, generally speaking, may be incorrect if one does not take care of matching synchronization.234

On the attributive representations level there should be an access system enabling/disabling flags, dynamic235
priorities, and other well known features to support the matching of communicating processes ??9].236

Thus, the parallel and asynchronous execution of processes of elements of the model is realized, if necessary,237
they coordinate and synchronize the joint reactions controlled by a conventional technique of parallel computing.238
A specific feature of the simulation requires that the number of threads involved in the simulation, be sufficiently239
large. Therefore, our support toolkit requires of the modern high performance hardware architecture. On the240
other hand, at least for the first versions of the system, whose one of the main objectives should be working out241
the methodology of modeling, it is reasonable to choose an existing universal system with parallel computing as242
the technical and program environment of the simulation. So, it is sensible to develop our toolkit as a specific243
amplification of the chosen system. Promising in this regard is the system [13], whose users are provided with244
the opportunity to adapt algorithms to specific features.245

10 b) Control of Simulation, Collection and Processing of246

Simulation Results247

The control of simulations is used to give the user feature to influence the calculations in order understanding248
the significance of model factors. Such control is considered as a part of an event-driven technique. We establish249
that all elements recognize a special event of simulation named as pause and may response to it, maintaining250
their status for re-starting the activity in the future. A pause allows one to receive the current information about251
calculation, to change some parameters of models, to add or to delete elements and to specify their relationships.252
At the time of pause, to all elements is assigned a special state in which they respond to a single event named as253
resumption of modeling.254

Through a series of pauses, monitoring of system behavior can be arranged, i.e. user can obtain information255
about changes in the structure, build of element protocols, and collect integral characteristics. This information256
may be used for the results processing. For comparison of the simulation versions options for saving the suspended257
configurations of the simulated system in the repository are provided. Standard facilities of version control (see,258
for example, [14]) are supplemented with options selection according to integral characteristics.259

There is no need to develop special means for the simulation results processing, because today the software260
market offers a variety of advanced products for this purpose (see, for example, [15]). A good solution is to focus261
on the features associated with potentiality of the above mentioned support system of parallel programming262
??13].263

11 c) Facilities for Models Development264

The proposed toolkit should provide tools for building and editing models. First, there are editors for adding265
and deleting elements of the model, modifying their attributes, etc. Editing should be followed by validation. In266
preparing the initial configuration of a model system or its modification during a pause, as well as in the course267
of the simulation calculation, we need integrity control of models, which prohibits an incorrect configuration268
of simulation. In particular, the initial configuration should be realistic. If an algorithmic verification of the269
tolerance of simulation is not possible, we provide the user control of configurations.270

Modeling and support of simulation are based on appropriate means to visualize structures. Different structures271
of a set of elements should be coordinated. In the model design and monitoring of simulations, an element should272
be shown jointly in all the structures. The choice between the removal and preservation of elements in different273
structures should be known for the correct decision-making. Structures of different aspect models should be274
highlighted in different colors. Visualization of a modeling process must support the correctness of constructions.275

A set of development tools to support different strategies for modeling should support different strategies of276
design. In particular, we offer the support of bottom-up and top-down modeling strategies.277

In the bottom-up strategy, building of each aspect model is started from construction of a primary set of basic278
elements. Each type of elements is provided with a certain attribute representation. At first, methods of element279
actions are given as dummy routines. Later on should be refined in developing the aspect model. Specifying the280
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12 IV. CONCLUSION

links is needed to determine their properties as relations and permissions of an access of element to other ones.281
In this case it may be required to add new types of elements, for instance, in forming subsystems.282

In the top-down strategy, development of an aspect model begins with subsystems and their elements indicating283
the subsystems. The subsystems are supplemented with new basic elements or a set of already-prepared elements.284
The new or refined existing elements are described in the same manner as just as in the bottom-up strategy.285

In both cases, the development of models should be supported by tools of tracing the life cycles of elements,286
reflecting the degree of readiness of their attribute representation. The life cycle of an element class is considered287
complete when the path from the original class to its readiness to use to generate the elements is traversed, and288
all conditions for the correctness of the descriptions of each aspect model are provided.289

After the aspect models are constructed, are coordinated the influences of the aspect actions on the behavior290
of other models. This process can result to the identification of classes, refinement of the behaviors of aspect291
models, and other modifications of the descriptions of classes, that aimed at ensuring the correctness of the292
horizontal model of the system.293

The process of designing and using model systems should be provided by system-wide means of supporting294
development, as well as managing model calculations. Discussion of this aspect of the proposed toolkit is beyond295
the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it should be noted the main requirement for a set of developer tools,296
without which the expectation of the advantages of using the concept presented above will not justify itself. This297
is the fullness and integrity of support for user activity. The requirement concerns both the functionality of the298
software system and its interface: it should be ensured adequate reflection in the interface of all the features299
associated with the creation and using of models. The problems associated with the requirement of interface300
completeness and the possibilities for their solution were discussed in ??16]. In ??17] we proposed a technique301
that can be used to create interfaces that meet the requirement of fullness and integrity.302

12 IV. Conclusion303

The proposed approach for studying developing systems is aimed at supporting the development of models and304
fulfillment of a series of simulations for obtaining information useful in study the real systems. The work related305
with this processes is very laborious. It requires analysis of input data and different variants of system behavior,306
the identification of significant aspects and the construction of aspect models. So we propose the approach to307
creation of a tool support to ensure the development of models, carrying out calculations, performance control,308
management of simulations, collecting and processing of results. Depending on the purpose of such tools, its309
architecture and modeling support capabilities can be very different. Therefore, we confine ourselves to discussing310
only key concepts. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to note a number of aspects of developing the toolkit to311
support the development of models, as a software system, the quality of implementation of which essentially312
affects its usefulness. These issues are discussed in detail in ??18], where, in particular, we point out the need for313
instrumental support for the development and use at all stages of setting and solving the problem of mathematical314
modeling.315

In this paper, we did not dwell on issues of the input and output of information, and only in passing discussed316
outlined the mechanism for monitoring the simulation pauses. These are important points for the real use of317
model complexes and they should be solved at the next stage of design. In principle, these problems are solvable,318
but it seems reasonable to give concrete proposals for these issues based on a detailed analysis of subsequent319
further requirements.320

We should mention the issues of computational complexity of simulation, which are associated with our321
approach as applied to practical tasks. Multithread execution of the elements actions, event-driven technique,322
etc. require high performance computing. In this regard, our project should incorporate the use of existing323
general means as well as development of special facilities of the architecture-dependent optimization. To improve324
the performance of the simulation, the adaptive software platform should be used. Although this task is beyond325
the scope of our discussion, we note that it must be solved in a more general context, implying the organization of326
parallel computations. In this connection, the use of the abovementioned system [13] seems a reasonable solution.327
1328
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